
SKILLFUL PRE-SCHOOLERS 

SAIL AWAY
Save the lids from empty jars and make them
into boats. You can use cocktails sticks for the
mast and secure with superglue, blue tac or a
glue gun. Then decorate your own sail and
attach with tape then it's ready for the bath,
or to sail in a puddle or a big bowl of water.
Just make sure an adult does the glue part! 

NUTS & BOLTS
This is a fantastic way to develop fine

motor skills, hand eye coordination and
strengthen muscles in fingers. You can
add different sizes of nuts and bolts so

they need to find matching pairs or just
have a set all the same size. Places like

Wilko even sell them as pick n mix so you
can choose your own bagful.

IT'S A BUGS LIFE
Cut strips of sturdy cardboard into various
lengths and widths. Then provide an
assortment of coloured paper clips and some
goggly eyes so your little treasure can make
their own bugs! They can add the paper clips
randomly or try and create a pattern. 

MAKE IT COUNT
You just need paper bun cases, pom poms

and a pair of kitchen tongs for this one.
Write numbers inside each bun case and
once they have been placed in numerical

order, your pre-schooler can use the
tongs to put the correct number of pom

poms in each bun case.
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Easy activity ideas to try at home with your pre-schooler

PARKING WARS
Save a large cardboard box to cut down
a carpark for all those cars. Mark out
the spaces and help them to number
each of one. Then number the cars using
bits of paper and sticky tape and have
fun parking each one in the matching
numbered parking bay. 



SKILLFUL PRE-SCHOOLERS

STRETCH IT OUT
If you've got a plate rack in the cupboard, it
can easily be used for a fine motor activity.
If you don't have one and are handy with a
tool box, you could have a go at making one
with some bits of wood and dowelling. Then
provide coloured elastic bands or hair
bobbles to stretch around to make different
patterns. 

LEAFY LACING
Next time you are out on a walk, look out

for some large leaves to make a leafy
threading activity. Punch holes around the

leaves with a hole punch or a biro then
provide wool, string or shoe laces to

thread around the edges or string
together to make bunting!

I SPY LETTERS
Save the packaging from cereal boxes,
biscuits and other food items. Then either
arrange on the floor or table or blue-tac to
the wall. Your pre-schooler can then hunt out
the letters from their name in amongst all the
packaging. They could even cut out the
letters once they've found them, to spell out
their name!

BACK TO NATURE
Collect sticks, pebbles, petals and leaves

out in the garden or on a walk and use
them to make natural collages or

pictures. Once they've finished, use a
camera to take a snap so they've got it

to keep! 
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FUNNY FACES
This is lots of fun and very simple to set
up. To start with you need something
round for the face, so a place mat, plate
or cardboard circle are ideal. Then
anything goes for the features, think
pebbles, leaves, tiddlywinks, sticks,
strings of beads, pom poms or whatever
else you can find to make the features!


